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Healthcare Solutions
Non-Lethal Defense For Your Staff, Patients, And Visitors

Caregivers at healthcare facilities are at a higher risk for workplace 

violence, from aggressive patients to angry family members, than even 

first responders and law enforcement.

Empower your employees to defend themselves and others.

Reflex Protect’s effective stopping power provides peace of mind in your workplace.
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The Reflex Protect® complete 

solution supports your workplace 

security policies and procedures. Our 

comprehensive user training prepares 

your staff to respond quickly and 

safely to threats.

Extreme Stopping Power & 
Intuitive Technology
Presidia Gel® (CS) incapacitates the attacker upon 

contact, sprays accurately 15 - 20 feet, and shoots in a 

tight stream, eliminating blow-back. Temporary blindness 

and intense pain within moments of use debilitates 

the attacker, giving you time to escape and get help. 

Designed for the easy deployment of a trusted and 

extremely effective, highly accurate, disabling agent, 

Presidia Gel® is used by police officers and for riot control.

Sticks to Its Target & Dissipates 
Quickly
Due to the “sticky” nature of Presidia Gel®, there is little 

risk of cross-contamination to an innocent person or the 

surrounding environment. The product is not pepper 

spray. It contains the active ingredient in tear gas (CS) in a 

special formula that sticks to what it hits.

Clean Up & Collateral Damage
Our cutting-edge Reflex Remove™ decontaminate 

neutralizes and begins reversing the effects of Presidia 

Gel® within 2 minutes, compared to the usual 15 minutes it 

takes for competing products. Post deployment, clean up 

is easy and fast, on both people and surfaces.

Active Defense Solution for Healthcare
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Presidia Gel® vs OC

Presidia Gel® OC Sprays

CS is the active component 

in tear gas and is often used 

as a riot control agent (in 

gas form).

CHEMICAL

COMPONENTS

OC, commonly referred 

to as pepper spray or as 

capsicum, is derived from 

the oils of hot chili peppers.

CS is popular, used as the 

primary non-lethal self-

defense chemical agent in 

Europe.

PROVEN

USES

Pepper sprays are commonly 

used as the U.S. in outdoor 

non-lethal defense sprays 

and as bear spray.

Presidia Gel® affects only

sensitive tissue and mucous 

membranes (e.g. nose, 

mouth, and eyes), through 

direct contact.

EFFECTIVENESS

OC sprays cause burning

sensations anywhere on the 

body and in the respiratory 

system, increasing collateral 

damage.

Presidia Gel® is non-

atomizing, creating little 

airborne particulate and has 

a much faster dissipation 

rate than OC, making it ideal 

for indoor and institutional 

use.

IMPACT ON

SURROUNDINGS

OC sprays dissipate 

slowly and have a long 

contamination period. 

They can easily cross-

contaminate bystanders and 

the surrounding environment 

long after deployment. 

Presidia Gel® is a liquid 

thickened formula designed 

to be target specific. It sticks 

to the skin with little to no 

side-splatter.

TARGET

SPECIFIC

OC will fill a room with fine

particulate, causing lasting

contamination of furniture, 

HVAC systems, other 

surfaces, and innocent 

bystanders.
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For the past 10 years, incidents of serious workplace violence (those 

requiring days off for the injured worker to recuperate) were four times 

more common in healthcare than in private industries on average.

Cost
One study estimates that workplace 

violence costs employers between 

$6.4 and $36 BILLION in lost 

productivity, diminished public 

image, insurance expenses, increased 

security and other related factors.

of hospitals reported a violent
incident.89%

of ED nurses had been physically 
assaulted at work in one year. 82%

of serious violent incidents reported in 
healthcare were caused by patients. 80%

of nurses do not feel safe in their 
workplace.80%

Source: https://www.jointcommission.org/assets/1/6/PreventingWPV_081816.pdf

Problem Statement
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One hospital system

had 30 nurses who

required treatment for

violent injuries resulting

in a cost of $94,156.

($78,924 for treatment and
$15,232 for lost wages).

Source: Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)

Recent Workplace Safety OSHA Findings & Fines

Professionals who provide 

compassionate care for citizens 

deserve to be protected on the job. 

Their employer must use safety 

measures so they can continue to 

provide care to those in need and 

stay safe while they do so.

Proposed Penalties: $12,000

Documented reports of violent 

incidents at this hospital reflect a 

lax approach to workplace safety.  

Proposed Penalties $32,158

Safety Findings
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Source: The Joint Commission, Emergency Healthcare Concern: Preventing Workplace Violence

Why Every Hospital
Needs Reflex Protect®

• Increasing number of acute and chronic mentally 

ill patients being released from hospitals without 

follow-up care

• Low staffing levels during times of increased activity 

such as meal times, visiting times, and when staff are 

transporting patients

• Availability of drugs or money at hospitals, clinics, and 

pharmacies, making them likely robbery targets 

• Solo work, often in remote locations, with no back 

up or way to get assistance, such as communication 

devices or alarm systems

• Poorly lit parking structures

Thus, Sentinel Alert #52 (April 2018) 
Mandates That Healthcare Institutions: 

• Develop quality improvement initiatives to reduce incidents of violence

• Train all staff, including security, in de-escalation, self-defense, and 

response to emergency codes

Why Reflex Protect®
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Reflex Protect 3.3 oz (MK4) 
Presidia Gel

Reflex Remove (CS 
Decontaminate Solution)

Reflex Protect®

Blackhawk™ Holster

Reflex Protect 14 oz (MK9) 
Presidia Gel

Reflex Protect Pocket 1.9oz 
(MK3) Presidia Gel with Clip

Reflex Remove (CS 
Decontaminate Aerosol)

Reflex Protect Pocket 
Inert 1.9oz

Survive a Shooting Book

Healthcare Products

Reflex Protect 14 oz (MK9) 
INERT Training Unit
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“A “Code Silver” patient (entered hospital armed) determined to leave the 

hospital, managed to gain possession of a weapon, and began threatening his 

attending nurse in an effort to force her to aid in his escape. Within moments 

he had three caregivers cornered and was threatening them with grievous 

bodily injury. An orderly was able to communicate an alarm, and security came 

running.

Upon entering the patient’s room, I got his attention, ordered him to drop 

his weapon, and pointed my Reflex Protect at him. He moved toward me in a 

threatening fashion, and I squeezed the trigger, hitting him directly in the face 

with a stream of Presidia Gel. He instantly dropped his weapon, clutched his 

hands to his face, and yelled in pain, dropping to his knees. I ordered him to lay 

face down on the bed, to which he complied, repeating the phrase “get it off 

me” over and over.

My partner promptly restrained the patient’s wrists. Thereafter we sat him back 

up and began decontaminating him with Reflex Remove. Within a few minutes 

he was calmer and no longer posed a threat. The entire incident lasted no more 

than 10 minutes; no one besides the patient was negatively affected (there 

were at least seven people in and out of the patient’s room from the opening 

threat until he was transported to a more secure place); and the hospital’s 

operations continued otherwise uninterrupted.

In short, Reflex Protect worked perfectly and as expected based on the training 

in its use we had received only one week earlier.”

Director of Security
St. Peter’s Hospital, Olympia, Washington

Testimonials
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“As a healthcare physical security professional, it is my responsibility to provide 

a safe enviroment for staff, patients, and visitors. To address the alarming statistic 

that healthcare workers are the number one victims of workplace violence, I needed 

a simple yet effective, non-lethal defense tool, that all healthcare workers could 

access to protect themselves and others from threats or acts of physical violence. 

Reflex Protect® is the ideal solution I was looking for! Easy to use, accurate, effective 

stopping power, no cross-contamination to innocent bystanders and no contamination 

of the physical environment. The inert pratiace spray has been a critical component of 

training, helping staff to be comfortable with using the product.”

Shawn Paul
Providence St. Joseph Health | Westhern Montana Service Area

Regional Director, Environment of Care - Montana | Real Estate Strategy & Operations

“I arrive at work around 4:45 

AM and recently have felt very 

uncomfortable walking into work. 

When I saw the annoucement of 

Missoula using this product in our 

schools and Shawn telling me it’s 

available for St. Patrick Hospital 

employees to purchase - I knew in an 

instant that I would not be afraid to 

park on campus and walk into work 

in the wee hours of the morning with 

such a great product. (I had just been 

thinking of going to local shops to see 

about buying some bear spray.)”

Connie McLaughlin
Nurse

Nathan Stielstra
Hospital Security Training Officer

Testimonials

“I have now personally experienced 

the Reflex Protect® product, and I can 

honestly say, I find it to be a superior 

product for our environment here in the 

hospital...When the officer gave me the 

first blast of spray, the effect on my body 

was immediate. I had intense pain in my 

eyes; they clamped shut more than from 

pepper spray, and I was no longer able to 

aggress toward someone like I would have 

been able to do with OC. One other great 

takeaway was while I was in such a great 

discomfort, no one else in the room was 

affected at all!”


